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ill bill
asses
A bill to eliminate the Board of Governors
replace it with local governing boards at
of the five state universities it oversees
halfway home after the state Senate Friday
helmingly gave its support for the mea-

m.

By a vote of 37-18, the Senate sent Bill

• which calls for the elimination of the

JOG. over to the state House.
The next step is for the House Rules
Committee to detennine the wording of the
bill before it is introduced for a vote in the
Assembly's other chamber.
"I almost did a backflip when I heard the
lllDOUncement of the vote," said an elated
Rep. Mike Weaver Friday. Weaver, RAsbmore, a longtime supporter of reforming
Dlinois' higher education governance structure. has sponsored bills for two years which
call for the elimination of the BOG and the
Board of Regents. Together the oversight
bosds govern eight state universities.
"I knew it would pass out of the Senate,
but I dido 't expect the democratic support we
p." Weaver said. "It was definitely a bipani81 effort."

A vote in the House on the proposal could
come later this week, Weaver said
The Senate is controUed by a majority of
32 Republicans to 27 Democrats. The bill
llJPIOVed Friday is sponsored by Sen. Aldo
DeAngelis, R-Olympia Fields.
., Continued on page 2

Sing along
Members of Sigma Sigma Sigma sorority perform a piece from "Sister Act" during Greek Sing Sunday afternoon in McAfee Gymnasium.
Alpha Gamma Delta sorority and Sigma Pifrarernity placed first in the Formal Division, and Phi Sigma Sigma sorority and the Black
Greek Council placed first in the Informal Division. Greek Sing kicks offthe festivities for Greek Week.

Adviser: Four-college plan likely
By JOHN FERAK
Administration editor

All fingers will most likely point toward a four-college model when
Eastem's Faculty Senate and the Council of Deans both submit their

recommendations on college consolidation by Wednesday, said the
financial adviser to the restructuring committee.
Terry Weidner, associate vice president for academic affairs and
financial adviser to the restructuring committee, said it does not
appear likely a three or two college model will be the final plan
unveiled by Eastern President David Joms for college consolidation.
Weidner also said the petition by the CoUege of Liberal Arts and
Sciences, which states keeping the college intact no matter what final
mOdel is chosen, only represents the feelings of that particular col-

lege's faculty. As a result, the petition will not play the most important
factor in the Faculty Senate and College of Deans' recommendations.
"The petition obviously carries a lot of weight, especially when you
can get over 270 faculty signatures in such a short amount of time, but
nobody was reaUy surprised by the petition," Weidner said
After receiving faculty feedback from its original college restructuring model, the Academic Area Restructuring Conunittee submitted
three new models all calling for consolidating Eastem's six colleges
into a four-college system.
College consolidation was recommended by the Council on
University Planning and Budget. It is expected to save at least
$300,000 by eliminating deans positions and ma.king cutbacks in
• Continued on page 2

Peace prevails in LA after King verdict
LOS ANGELES (AP) - Churchgoers
as the calm after the verdict in the
Rodney King civil rights case held Sunday.
Police, saying the quiet was hard to believe,
c:cmidered whether to pull some firepower
mf the streets.
Cries of "Amen" rippled through the First
,8ilUIH
The COllYiclioas
AME Church congregation as the mayor, the
Officer :i....nce
governor and others lauded the convictions
Koon for vinlldilli
of two officers.
righl&wn
"We come to praise God for peace in our
~to avokl tbe
city and justice in our counrooms," Mayor
Maywtacww$l
Tom Bradley told churchgoers. "(Police
dDnetolbeChief) Willie Williams and I pleaded for
~dlinkdds
peace ... we knew we were ready to preserve
-lionlbefact
Ille peace in this city."
Id if die •wroag•
Police had prepared for the worst. fearing
a repeat of the violence a year ago when a
Sbesaidlhe
state jury acquitted four white officers of
beating King, a black motorist. AU 7.700 city
officers were mobi Iized and 600 National
Guard troops stood by in armories.
two officers were found guilty, a fragile calm
But peace prevailed after a federal jury on acquitted.
Salurday convicted Sgt. Stacey Koon, who
"It stayed quiet," Los Angeles Sheriff's senled over a city fraught with tension since
supervised the beating, and Officer Laurence Deputy Britta Tubbs said Sunday. "No major the night the beating - captured on videotape
by an amateur cameraman - shocked the
Powell, who struck the most baton blows. of incidents. It's hard to believe."
violating King's civil rights after a highKing, who made a dramatic appeal for nation.
At the church in riot-scarred South Central
speed chase on March 3. 1991. Officer calm during the riots a year ago, didn't make
Los Angeles, the Rev. Jesse Jackson
Theodore Briseno and Timothy Wind, a a statement after the federal ttial.
dafter
ating,. were __Al
_ thou
__
gh_ some were dissatisfied that only preached a message of rebuilding the area
·
~joiced

Gampus gives half-hearted
roval to jury's v

BSU....._

and looking for hope in its ruins.
" I know that behind every dark cloud there
is a silver Lining," he told about 2,500 people.
"But sometimes you have to pray to God for
some insight to see the silver lining.
"The beating of Rodney King, that's the
cloud," he said. ·'What's the silver lining? It
exposed (former Police Chiet) Daryl Gates
irreversibly."
Speaking of the four defendants in King's
federal civil rights ttial "two are going to a
physical jail, rwo are going to a menial jail,"
he said.
At that, the packed congregation erupted
in applause.
Gov. Pete Wilson told worshippers:
"We've not only got to rebuild Los Angeles,
we've got to rebuild it better than we found

it"
Williams, hired after Gates retired under
pressure last summer, credited the police and
community for keeping the peace. He said
that over the next two days he'll decide

whether to scale back forces.
"I think that we're looking at another full
day of mobilization," Officer Arthur Holmes
said Sunday morning.
The announcement of the verdicts during
an early morning coun session Saturday
drew reaction nationally.

FROM PAGE ONE
Kill bill
t'

From page 1

"We were disappointed in some of the
votes, but why each legislator voted the way
they did was their own decision," said BOG
spokeswoman Michelle Brazell, referring to
the fact that several Democrats crossed party
lines to vote for the Republican-led measure.
Weaver is sponsoring a similar bill in the
House that also calls for the BOG to be
replaced by local governing boards at each of
the universities. Weaver's bill has not been
called for a vote, and he said it is a backup
measure should DeAngelis' bill fail.
"We are not surprised (DeAngelis ') Senate
bill 987 passed," Brazell said. "We expect the
bill to have much more trouble passing in the
House."
The BOG oversees Eastern, Western
Illinois, Northeastern Illinois, Chicago State

and Governors State universities. The Board
of Regents governs Illinois State, Northern
lliinois and Sangamon State universities.
"We do not th.ink it will ultimately pass in
the House," Brazell said. "There are too many
flaws in this plan, and those flaws will
become obvious to an already skeptical
House."
The House is controlled 67-51 by Democrats.
Brazell said legislators are still questioning
what amount of savings eliminating the BOG
would achieve and specifically how independent governing boards would operate.
Another roadblock Brazell said the House
will have to clear is hammering out a compromise. The bill has its fullest support among
Republicans.
Weaver said he plans to meet with Gov. Jim
Edgar Wednesday to discuss the measure.

Edgar has said he supports the BOG's dissolution, but Weaver said he wants to find out
specifically where the governor now stands on
the issue.
Weaver also said he will be meeting again
this week with state Rep. Bill Edley, DMacomb, who is also working to reform the
state's higher education structure.
Edley and Weaver locked horns over the
BOG issue last month in subcommittee hearings. Edley and other Democrats argued that
the elimination of the BOG is a politically
motivated move that will not save the state
any money.
"We're already talking again. We're progressing," Weaver said. "You've got to understand, with the Democrat majority in the
House, we'll have to find an agreement or
compromise. At th.is point, we 're still testing
the waters."

"It seems a little strange to have only two
colleges at a university," Weidner said. "A
university is a collection of colleges. Under a
two-college model, I'm not confident that all
of the departments could get along."
The Barford-Reed two-college model proposes that as few as six deans or as many as
nine deans would be needed to run the college. All three of the restructuring committee's four-college models call for 12 or 13
deans positions.
If the two-college proposal was to be split
into different divisions for individual departmems. three additional deans would be needed to oversee the colleges. Under this model,
individual departments would determine their
own location.
"There's no doubt their two-college model
would save at least $360.000," Weidner said.
"It would definitely meet the savings goal of
$300,000. but there are other reasons why a
two-college model probably would not be
chosen."
Weidner said a two-college model probably would not fly because extra deans would
still be needed. For instance, in the College
of Education. a dean is needed because of all

the extra paperwork generated by education
requirements. Also, deans must work with
the state office for students working toward
teacher certification, which makes the process quite complex.
Furthermore. the art and music departments have lots of performances that are not
characteristic of the College of Liberal Arts
and Science. The colleges of Business and
Applied Sciences receive larger grants and
endowments for field research and study.
Weidner said it would be logical to assume
that more deans would be needed to oversee
these areas than the two-college model
assumes.
One of the arguments of those in favor of
maintaining two large colleges is the current
College of Liberal Arts and Sciences is able
to oversee 17 departments - almost half of
the 36 departments on campus with only one
dean and two associate deans.
After Wednesday's recommendations by
the Faculty Senate and the Council of Deans,
Barbara Hill, provost and vice president for
academic affairs, will submit her recommendation for college restructuring to Eastern
President David Joms by April 30.

Abston said the role of the media in the
trial was paramount to its outcome, since
jurors were afraid of riots caused by a verdict.
"With this verdict, I think the jurors felt
both sides of the coin would be satisfied, and
that is unacceptable," Abston said.
She added the announcement to hold deliberation Friday was unnecessary, just as it was
one year ago.
"If people want to riot, they are going to
riot. It doesn't matter if the police are warned
or not - it wasn't last year and look what happened," Abston said.
Opinions were varied on what type of sentence the policemen should receive, but all
those polled agreed the men should never
work for the police force again.

Ford said the men should lose their jobs
and take part in some kind of community service program or probation period.
"I don't think the men should serve any
time in jail, because jail will not solve their
problem of being racists,'' she said.
Whiltenbarger said he believes the policemen will serve some jail time for their
actions.
"Any (sentencing) decision that does not
include time served in prison will be inconsistent with the verdict. Confinement should
be the outcome of this case," Whittenbarger
said.
Abston said they should receive the maximum sentence of 10 years for violating
King's civil rights.

Adviser
•From page 1
dean's offices operating budgets.
At Tuesday's final Faculty Senate restructuring open forum, philosophy professor
Robert Barford and Journalism Chairman
John David Reed presented a two-college
model that they felt would maintain college
balance, bring about better savings than the
other models projected as well as accomplish
the mission of the university.
"If you have a two-college model, (the
Barford-Reed) plan is a logical choice,"
Weidner said. "The question is, 'Can you
administrate two huge colleges without
administrators?' I think some additional
administrators would be needed in that plan."
Under the Barford-Reed model, only a
College of Liberal Studies and a College of
Professional Studies would be established.
The two-college plan consisted of consolidating liberal arts and sciences with fine arts to
form a College of Liberal Studies.
Consolidation of the colleges of Business,
Education, Health, Physical Education and
Recreation, and Applied Science would form
the College of Professional Studies.

Campus
t From page 1
the trial, especially when U.S. District Judge
John Davies announced the decision to hold
deliberation Friday to get the city prepared
for another riot.
"I think the announcement of getting the
city ready could have swayed the verdict a
bit," Ford said.
BSU member Kevin Evans said the media
made people focus more on the possibility of
another riot rather than the trial.
Robert Whittenbarger, a sociology/anthropology professor, said, "I think the constant showing of the tape and news of holding
deliberation went a great deal to providing
the verdict."

o1n~

Eastern News
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the fifth lecture of the One Nation:
Many voices 1992 - 1993 Series

Ms. Christine Choy
Director/FilmMaker
Tuesday April 20, 1993
Coleman Auditorium, 7pm
Free and open to the public.

Two of her videos will be shown in
the Arcola{fuscola Room, 7 pm, April 19
"Yellow Tales Blues: Two Families" and
"The Killing of Vincent Chin".
A reception will follow the lecture.
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violation, especially apparent willful violation, the penalties must be swift and severe
- severe enough they won't forget for some
time.

&litor's note: To better inform our readers
1oing into Tuesday's election, The Daily
Eastern News sent brief questionnaires to
toeh of the eight candidates competing for
/011r city commissioner seats on the
Charleston City Council. Their written
answers to the following inquires appear

AD studertt.s who a registered co voco- IOcated in £mmanuel L8lhenn OMuch,
in Coles County may cut f>allois .902 ~Ave.
'--•"'--- .t:.•
A 1
.....J....
• t ,i· *
. *
"""''"'~ v a.m. ~·
.. p.m. ~A
~~•Y """
~ •...•... .n.a...._
~· ~MA
~-~~.~~
. -.·-~'~
.*

btlow.
All candidates were sent the same set of
qwstions. Their responses were edited for
ltngth.

any Ofine 19~...-

• What would you do to improve the
city's water quality?
• Do you support the need for a city
ldministrator or planner?
• Do you support keeping the bar-entry
age at 19?
• How do feel about the possibility of a
student winning a seat on the city council?

Maurice Manbeck
• (Build) a new water plant after (the)
surrounding area is environmentally controlled.
• Yes. we need that position to coordinate
the daily operations of the city.
• It would be so much simpler to admit
only those who are legally permitted to

drink.
• No problem. The council may benefit
from student input.
Brian Myerscough
• I realize the water quality in Charleston
11 limes can taste unpleasant, but it is safe. I

would like to look at the cost of the possibility of running a water line from the
(Embarrass) River to the treatment plant.
We are presently pumping the water twice:
From the river to the side channel and then
to the water treatment plant.
• I do support the need for a city administrator because I feel a good city administra-

tudent

1

.
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ricd sWdent housing may vote at PnoJcinct Catholic Cbun::b, 921 Madison SL
15, locaifxl m the Wesley F01mdation at
• Pre(:inct Six - First Christian
2202 Fowtb SL
.Church, 4.ll Jackso11 Ave. (.NorJh

Students li.ving'-in Tay1or::t110mas. fF.ntranceJ · ·~ ~
WK
-~'
McKinney, Ford. P.embert00t Andrewt,
• Precinct Eiaht - Baldwin Pontiac,
Lawson and Weller halls may vote at 825 Lincoln Ave.
Pr«i~ 16. loe&Jed in the University
•Precinct 10 - Fin: Station No. 2.
BallroQm Jn the Martin Lumer King Jr. J'-11510 A St ..~
,r
life.
uruvedity Union. ~ ·
;;:
· ., , • ~. 11 - Cart ··sandberg sc.hoot.
Voters Jiving in Carman Hall, 1924 Re)'fl91ds Dr.
lntemahonal House, Gree.Jc Court,
• Precmct 13 - County Health
University Court Apartments! Lin~ pepartm~~.~25 tS~S,~; ,
1 ,
colnw-0od Apartments ani:e·Drmany "' • Precmct 19 - Lmcdfii FU'e Pr~on
Ridge Apartments may vote at Precinct bistrict, Station No. l, Coolidge and
17, located in Carman Hall lobby.
University avenues.
Voters living in Cambridge, Youngstown Qr Forest R,ic,tge Medows apart· "#,
ments
vote at Precincts 14 and 18.

may

0

tor will end up paying for him or hen.elf,
and in the long run, will bring more revenue
to the city.
• Yes, I do support the bar-entry age of
19. I feel we need to supply the students a
social outlet. This also keeps the students in
a controlled atmosphere and reduces house
parties where our high school students
could easily go.
• I feel there would be nothing at all
wrong with an Eastern student being on the
city council. I think it could bring new ideas
and a fresh perspective from a student's
point of view. I would work with the
Eastern student as I would anyone else. Our
ultimate goal, regardless of who is elected,
is to make Charleston a better place to Jive.
work and go to college.

Gene Scholes
• Two major improvements are needed
immediately. The first is taste, and the
second is pressure. Behind those (problems), however, is a water treatment plant
designed and built about 32 years ago for a
population about half the size of Charleston
today.
• Yes. I could support a city admm1strator, provided he or she could assure me that
they could generate funding from external
sources which exceeds all costs associated
with their employment. I run not convinced,
particularly after the governor has
expressed the desire to withhold tax sur-

S~nat~

charge funds from local governments, that
the city's budget could afford an administrator under current circumstances.
• Yes. for the time being. Charleston
doesn't offer our young people any alternative to the bars. We need to provide alternatives to underage drinking. I am concerned
that young people from other communities
are beginning to come to Charleston to
drink and to get drunk. I think that's dangerous. both to them and to those they
might injure because they're too drunk to
drive.
• It's a free country. Anyone who can get
elected to serve in public office should be
supported in their effort. I would have no
problem with a student being elected to the
council.

Jim Dunn
• We need to work to improve not only
the taste, but the water pressure. As far as
the taste, we can work on improving the
efficiency of the water filtration S)'stem and
improving the water pretreatment.
• Yes, I am pro-city administrator. We
need somebody who is knowledgeable
about how to gain federal grants.
• I do support the 19 bar-entry age, I
don't support drinking at 19 and 20. We
should have strict control so alcohol isn't
consumed until the legal age. There are a
lot of alternatives in Charleston that the
kids can use. I think people utilize them
more than we know.
• I wouldn't have any problem with it at
all. It would be a good addition to the city
council.

Bruce Scism
Scism offered the following solutions to
poor water quality that he said must all be
done in conjunction with one another to be
fully effective: Construct a new water tower
structure to improve the water pressure;
continue the Lake Management Program;
step up activated carbon treatment for taste
and odor; construct either a new water treatment plant or, at minimum, a new holding
Greg Stewart
tank; continue laying new water mains.
• Certain times of the year we have water
• Yes I do. I see the city planner working
quality problems. The current council has
with the budget and planning for the future.
taken steps with the watershed project. We
What you've got is an $11 million business
must address all options available to protect
that needs someone to watch over it.
and improve our water quality.
• Yes I do. It just makes sense. Half the
• With an effective council in place, one
population (of Charleston) is between the
that would (work) beyond the required
ages of I9 to 20 and away from home for
management of its specific departments, we
the first time. The reality is some will drink.
wou ld develop economic growth.
If they're going to drink. better it be in a
Guidelines for commissioner tasks and
supervised environment.
objectives should be outlined.
• 1 am not opposed at all to students run• Maintain 19-ycar-oh.1 bar entry. Work
ning a candidate for commissioner or
with bar owners to control the purchase of
mayor.
alcohol. When bar owners are caught in

otters absentee ballots Mor:1day
"In-the past, ballots have been mailed out." Stone .said.
''But this year. student~ will have 10 fill out the ballots
there in the office.~·

t

once a student votes absent~. hi~ or her name W'iP be
removed Wm atr voter lists to ensure that he or she may

Ori-campus polling places for Wednesday's election are
the dining halls of Taylor and Lawson halls. Thomas and
Andre.ws halls, Ul¥ Gregg TriM. Quman }\all, PembertQJl
Hall and the Linc6Jn-StevenS()~Douglas ~plex. ,.=;.;,
Han~ Lumpkin Han and the

Election$ Chainnao JQdy Stone.

not vote a second rime.
Stone said the absentee bal\Qts will not be counted untt1
the polls have closed Wednesday.

Government election may cast absentee ballot~
y and Tuesday.
TQ vote a~. stud~t$:_mU$1 brjng .a valid ID to the
t

Government office ln Room Wt of the Martin
King Jr. University UnWn. Ballots must be fiUed
in the office and placed m the balJot box. said St.Udent
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students who will not be. on campus for Wednesday's
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1

·

$bow d.teir card$ to election.~ but .~ • Preci~t Two ..•/('?ffarlestonf:High
may vOle at any ~Jnct.
·
School. 1615 Llncoln Ave. (So'Uth
Easlem's polling location& are as fol- &trance)
loWs;
• Precinct Three - Qtterbein United

Annette Lynch
• I would like to see a top-quality filtering system installed, so that, while the
source of the bad taste is being investigated,
our citizens and visitors would not have to
worry about what is in the water they are
drinking. This should be a top priority item
in 1993.
• Yes, I believe we need a city adminisbalOr who would be able to develop a budget that people would be able to understand
easily.
• At the present time. the bar-entry age
needs to stay at 19. What does concern me
die most is underage drinking. Controlling
ii involves responsibility on everyone's part
- the drinker, waitresses, bartender, bar
owner. lav. enforcement people. the city
llld the univcn;ity.
• I believe that the university and city
must make more of an effort to improve
relations and to work together. A student
could serve as liaison between the university and the city. The townspeople should feel
honored if someone came to Charleston to
gain an education and then became interested enough in our city to want to serve on
die council.

tiOAlincltJdi:

Voteis UDSlU'e of which Coles Coumy < • ~ Oae and 12 - Qwnmuaity
prednct they are registered in may ctH.d. Unit ~h<M>l District No. 1
&heir regiuration eards. Votets, aeed U> ~ Otfk:e. •10 W. Poll¢ St

John Winnett
• Our present side channel I opposed. I
would propose a Lake with the river running
though it as we had before. The city council
would need to work with the state legislature and congressmen for functing. Now is
the time to do it
• My answer is a qualified yes. Lack of
money, however, forces us to carry on as
we have in the recent past. Incidentally, the
city has had three administrators and none
of them worked out
• I support keeping the bar-entry age at
19. Before, when it was 21, we had a lot
more trouble because of house parties.
Today, there is more control in the taverns
than in house parties.
• I would be pleased to have a student
member on the council. You know, we have
had students from your Student Government coming to the council meetings.
This has been good for both Eastern and
Charleston.
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Buy a Large (16") Thin Crust Piu.a with
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Oft-campus p01ting place~ are the Union, Coleman
Booth Library Quad.
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THE 1991 EIU PANTHER MARCHING BANDFLAG LINE
IF YOU WERE A MEMBER OF THE FLAG/DRILL TEAM OF YOUR HIGH
SCHOOL BAND, OR WOULD LIKE TO LEARN HOW TO DO SO IN ORDER
TO PARTICIPATE IN THE EIU MARCHING BAND, PLEASE ATTEND THE
FOLLOWING:
FLAG TRY-OUT/INFORMATIONAL MEETING
SUNDAY, APRIL 25, 1 :00 PM, SOUTH SIDE OF DOUDNA FINE ARTS
CENTER. FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION ON HOW TO PREPARE,
CALL UNIVERSITY BANDS 581-2622

The (
Daily

ast ern N ews

OPINION
page
Editorials represent the opinion
of the editorial board. Columns
are the opinion of the author.
MONDAY, APRIL 19, 1993

Bad race yields
poor mayoral
election choice
For all their spirited talk, mayoral candidates
Wayne Lanman and Roscoe "Dan" Cougill
offer voters In Tuesday's election a disappointing choice. Since neither has made any progressive proposals for the city, let alone for
Eastern and its students, The News chooses to
withhold its endorsement this year.
Although Lanman has been mayor since
1989 and on the city council for more than 20
years, he cannot point to any outstanding
accomplishment that has moved the city forward. He has allowed the city council to drag
Its feet on serious issues,
sometimes for months at a
- - - - - - - time, and has consistently
left commissioners to bring up pressing matters and c.aJI for needed projects.
Issues such as outdated leases at the Lake
Island Tract and a revision of the city liquor
code screamed for prompt attention but got
none until the election drew cioser. Four more
years of Lanman are likely to hold a pedestrian
agenda at best and few new ideas.
Cougill has led a more aggressive campaJgn
regarding city Issues, but the Impertinent,
almost crass attitude he took In addressing the
Student Senate last month should warn away
most student voters. He told students that
campus activities were dull, boring and, if he
were enrolled, he would not consider attending most of them. To listen to Couglll, Eastern
students are a homogeneous, ignorant mass
and, for the most part, undisciplined youngsters desperately in need of more adult supervision.
As in the last three city elections, the barentry age has become the central issue this
year. The tavern question is perhaps most
illustrative of the mayoral race's emptiness. In a
desperate attempt to hurt Cougill's bid after
losing the primary to him almost 3-1, Lanman
has contended In recent weeks that his opponent will surely raise bar entry age. Cougill
emphatically fired back that he won't and continued to perpetuate a childish debate.
So voters are stuck with either a passive,
lackluster Incumbent or a flippant, arrogant
challenger, neither one of whom is interested
in fostering a lasting city-campus relationship
or can find a worthy, substantive cause.

Tuesday a day of silence at Eastern
I will remain silent Tuesday from Greek Court. Carman Hall, International House
and University Court Apartments.
In memory of the day my voting
power died.
February's commissioner results from Precinct 16.
another predominately student precinct, had the
The city elections Tuesday are
something I cannot take part In
leading commissioner candidate garner 12 votes.
because I am not registered to
Runners up had 9 and 8. respectively.
vote In Charleston.
Eastern and the city should look to work hand-InBy not voting In the city elechand, especially with Student Senate and other camtion, I have lost a large voice
pus organizations. However, by looking at those
here In Charleston. The contr1bunumbers, commissioners have little reason to try to
tlon of voting locally Is someget involved.
thing I have just recently come Chris
Obviously registering will not be enough; It wlll
to appreciate.
Seper
take a consistent vote from the students to make the
Like It or not, Eastern Is home - - - - - - • city listen more closely to campus concerns.
for most of us. Three months out of the year we
Many people have good reasons to remain regisleave, and for nine months we're here - at home In tered In their home towns. Scholarships, political ties
Charleston.
and politically-Involved family members are a few.
With our residency, a responslblllty to contr1bute to
But for people like me - free of ties and living In a
and to benefit from the city arises. We are more than county that rarely has a close race - my time In
the students who go to the local movie theaters, bars Charleston demands that I vote here.
and restaurants - we are citizens.
If you want to get right down to it, I've blown
Watching the governance of Mayor Wayne Lanman most of my chances at Charleston voter participation.
and listening to challenger Dan Cougill has been With two years of my degree completed at the end
extremely disheartening. Lanman has done little to of this year, I wlll never get a chance to cast a vote for
Improve the student's way of life, and Couglll does mayor or commissioners.
little more than Insult the campus and our way of life.
However, there will be other local issues I will be
Neither of these men deserve to be mayor.
able to vote on In the next two years, and I plan to
However, there Is little I can do about this, as I was will eagerly take part in them.
unable to vote In the primary and cannot vote In the
I will take a quiet walk up to the County Courtlocal election.
house Tuesday . but I will not be casting a vote.
Unfortunately, many Eastern students are the same Instead, you will flnd me In the Clerk's Office, regisway. While a recent registration drive made 600 tering to vote.
more students Charleston voters, few bother to vote.
In the February primary, only 41 votes were cast In
- Chris Seper Is managing editor and a regular
precinct 17, a precinct made up mostly of voters column/st for The Daily Eastern News.

Editorial
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I believe in America because in it we are free, free
to choose our government,
to speak our minds.
Wendell Willkie

Your turn

Illegal drinking
to be addressed
by president
Dear editor:
During the past several weeks,
the candidates for Charleston
mayor and city commissioner
have voiced their opinions In the
local press about the underage
drinking problem In Charleston. I
would like to join them In their
concern.
Underage drinking Is Indeed a
problem that cannot be solved
overnight. I have known students
who have had their college
careers and personal lives affected because of their abuse of alcohol.
As the spring semester comes
to a close, I urge all students to
consider the consequences of
Illegal use of alcohol and to

remember that the legal drinking
age In llllnols Is 21. Recently I
met with local law enforcement
offlclals to address the alcohol
situation on the Eastern campus
and the local community.
By working together. I hope

that we can offer students alterna tlves to drinking, such as
Increased recreational and programming opportunities. and
better educate them about the
devastating effects alcohol can
have on their lives. I am committed to working with the community to provide a better environment for our students, townspeople and visitors.
Dt1vld Jorns

Mothering note
annoys student
seeking privacy
Dear editor:
As a United States citizen, and
according to the Declaration of
Independence, the "unalienable
rights" of "life, liberty and the
pursuit of happiness" are mine.
Unfortunately however, I recently
discovered that privacy Is not
Included in this promise.
About a month ago I took a
second fatal test In a history class
on which I scored very poorly. I
would bet that most pre-physical
therapy majors are somewhat
uninterested in the subject.

The peace was disturbed on
March 30. Upon returning from
class, I checked the mailbox and
got a big surprise. Waiting for me
was a typed letter from my hall
counselors Barbara Busch and
Mary Pat Krones. Apparently the
two women had gotten hold of
my mid-term grades and were
"were concerned about (my) status In one or more of (my) classes." The letter also listed the
exact course In question.
Why did Busch and Krones
have access to such private
records. In my opinion, the grade
Is solely the business of myself
and anyone else I choose to per·
sonally notify. I do not require
nor do I appreciate. two strangers:
acting as or being forced to ad
the part of surrogate mothers.
I extend no malice toward
these women, but I feel strongly
that personal Information about
my academic status should not
be common knowledge for two
people to whom I have never
been Introduced. This insane and
violating policy should be
changed.
Shelby Mtlgruder
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~Student body

M

president

~ Executive vice

M

Financial vice
president

president

Luke Neumann

Shirley VonBokel Blake Wood

The meetings and affairs
of Student Senate and
Student Government can
be fairly stormy. While this
year's senate had Its share
of disagreements and controversial Issues, it sti ll
kept an air of professionalism and focus.
A large part of this can
be credited to two-term
Senate Speaker Luke
'Neumann.
Luke Neumann
Neumann would be able
to bring this same stability and professionalism to
the position of student body president. Neumann,
as senate speaker. encouraged spirited, effective
discussion of Issues that were brought before the
senate.
In particular. his handling of the meeting in which
the senate recognized the Lesbian Gay Bisexual and
Allies Union stands out.
When the controversial proposal came before the
senate. Neumann kept the meeting free of outbursts
and wild accusations and allowed the union to be
debated openly and intelligently.
Neumann has many clear plans about the direction that student government should be headed. He
wants to see Student government increase ef forts
to work with members of the community through a
"Sweep the City" cleaning campaign.
He promises to make sure that senate members
and the executive staff build a strong relationship.
He also said he will set standards of performance
and attendance for people in ltppotnted positions. t
Neumann's active leadership style should prove
as a benefit to both students and student senate
members.
Based on his experience and ability. The Daily
£astern News endorses Luke Neumann for the position of student body president.

In a campaign season
when a majority of candidates have claimed cultural diversity as a campaign
objective, the Awareness
Party cand i date for the
position of executive vice
president. Shirley Von
Bokel, stands out.
VonBokel, a junior community heal th major from
Aviston. has a strong
Shirley VonBokel
background both in the
Student Senate and in the campus community.
She was a member of the senate during the
1991 -92 school year and has been actively Involved
with university housing for the past three years.
As exec.ut\ve v\c.e pres\dent. \/onBoke\ wi\\ bring
much needed diversity to Student Government. Her
opponent Chad Turner, while a worthy candidate,
had few examples of how Intended to carry out the
duties of the positi on If e lected. In contrast,
VonBokel has solid ideas of what she would do ife
elcted.
In addition to her involvement with housing, Von
Bokel is also Involved with handicapped students
and, until last week, was running her campaign with
no party backing or support. She promised to keep
a close eye on senate committees. Her election
would bring new ideas into an all male, mostly fraternity-dominated executive board.
VonBokel also wants to expand candidate pools
in future erections and· get candidates to begin runnl.ng earner. She has said she will go lo organizational meetings such as the Black Student Union
and the Residence Hall Association to recruit people and show them how to run and campaign in
elections.
The Dally £astern News endorses Shirley Von
Bokel for the position of executive vice president.

~BOG

M

representative

D

Chief of
staff

Ron Carmona

Matt Giordano

Ron Carmona's plans as
Board of Governors representative sound as if they
Cobld re the start of a muchlmproved relationship with
Eastern's governing body.
carmona, who currently
serves as the Student
Senate's financial vice president, has a wealth of expertence on the Apportionment
Board. As vice chairman and
later chairman of the AB,
Carmona has exhibited an outRon Carmona
spoken character that is sure
to spur lively discussions between the BOG and Eastem's
student representative - an element sadly missing In current BOG representative Tony Wlelt's term.
Carmona also has said he might tty to gain a vote for
the student representative, who now plays only an advi'SOfY role. He also said he would cany over his plans to
any a local Eastern board if the BOG is eliminated.
He wants to expand the position to indude not only
taking student concerns to the board, but returning with
board members' Ideas and promises to make the post
more accountable by seeking from students their
thoughts on the board's activities.
His call for alcohol sales in the Martin Luther King Jr.
University Union is a curious suggestion, but It is indicative of his Carmona's deeper desire to question thoroughly long-established campus rules and traditions. His
experience and work-for-change attitude are the most
notable aspects of his qualifications.
The Daily Eastern News endorses Ron Carmona for the
position of BOG representative.

Integrity party candidate
Matt Giordano would seem
to have everything it takes to
be a successful Student
Senate chief of staff.
Giordano, a sophomore
political science major from
Pontiac, is a member of Orde
K, chair of the Recreational
Sports Board, chairman of the
Student Senate's University
Relations Committee and a
March of Dimes youth diviMatt Giordano
sion national spokesman.
Giordano also has some good Ideas for the job, such as
building campus and city Involvement in Student
Government. lengthening library hours and creating
more alcohol-free activities.
But The News will not endorse Giordano because he
failed to show up for his endorsement Interview, which
every other executive candidate attended.
While he was notified of the meeting. Glordano said
he didn't show because he did not receive a call confirming the interview.
But fellow party members Luke Neumann. Chad
Turner. Blake Wood and Ron Carmona did attend. There
was an obvious lack of communication between
Glordano, The News and fellow party members.
Will Giordano show up for senate meetings? Will people have to call him to make sure he shows up? His
absence at the Interview was irresponsible. and cannot
occur when serving as a senate executive.
First impres.sions mean everything, and The News has
none of Glordano. we cannot endorse him for chief of
staff.

Integri ty candidate Blake
Wood needed to say only
one thing to gain The Dally
£astern News· endo rsement for financial vice
president - that he was
going to follow the same
plan as this year's financial
vice
president,
Ron
Carmona.
Wood, a senior history
and political science major
from Fairfield, also has sevBlake Wood
eral plans of his own that
make him a strong candidate.
Wood said he plans to petition for a seat on the
Council o n University Planning and Budget, either
filling a vacancy o r trying to make financial vice

ptesident a regu\at member.
He plans to establish an oversight committee
within AB. with members auditing the accounts of
fee-funded boards, and he also wants to audit the
new $20 In student fees, If they are all approved.
His experience on AB will also lessen transition
time that senate executives usually experience. His
work under Carmona would provide him with a
positive example of leadership of AB.
Wood also wants to prevent some of the problems that p lagued this year's board.
Wood said he will address what was a large
problem this year - the budget of the Student
Recreation Center. He said he wants to create a Rec
Center advlsoiy board.
1
1
~ Wood
nf~a .to ~tlfk .to ~he l>a~les t~at made
Carmona so successful: be fiscally tlght with the
AB's emergency fund and keep a sharp eye on all
requested budgets. This. along with his new ideas.
make him a strong candidate for financial vice president.
The News endorses Blake Wood for the position
of financial vice president.

wnl
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Student fee
•
increase

Students should
vote against fee
While the idea to Improve campus computer labs is
certainly noble, The Daily Eastern News urges students to
vote down the $20 fee increase for computer technology.
Through the years. the state has shown a consistent
downward trend in its funding to state universities. As a
result, the schools have turned to the students to balance
their budgets.
This is a large part of the reason behind an additional
$46 fee increase that won't appear on the ballot and the
$20 increase that will.
This trend cannot and should not continue or accessibility to lower income and middle dass student will be
drastically affected.
Computer maintenance and purchase should be a high
priority for any university. However. for the last few years
Eastern has not been treating it as such, instead choosing
to continue to fund programs les.s vital to the overall academic health of a school.
A rejection of the fee increase by students should be
treated as a message by students that they want Eastern
to decide its priorities and cut its budget If necessary
without resorting to reaching Into student pockets.
Such a move would be much more in the spirit of a
reallocation that a fee increase. What will be next year's
pressing issue than administration must turn to the students to finance?
Eastern should get its budget in order before it resorts
to charging all students for a service that many students
don't use.
While the rejection of the fee Increase may be greeted
with disappointment by administration. they would be
much more wise to greet It as a strong message.

Monday, April 19, 1993
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Wood relies on experience
Editor's note: This is the Last in a
six-part series profiling the candidates running for executfre positions in the Wednesday Studellt
Go1·emme11t elections.

By SHERRY SIDWELL
Student government editor

If elected financial vice president of the Student Government,
Blake Wood will bring with him a
large amount of experience.
Wood, a senior political science
and history major from Fairfield. is
running unopposed in the April 21
Student Government election for
the position of financial vice president. Wood is a member of the
Integrity Party.
He has been a member of the
Student Senate for six semesters
and was speaker of the senate for
one semester before he was ousted
from the position in favor of current Board of Governors representative Tony Wielt in the 1992
spring semester.
"I think what happened there

t

Blake Wood
was I was attempting to bring the
senate up to a higher level, but I
was getting a lot of resistance from
the executive branch (of Student
Government)," Wood said. "There
was a lot of in-fighting going on
and the (executives) were taking
their roles as executive officers

seriously to the point where they
saw themselves as above everyone
else."
If elected, Wood said his position wiJI largely be an advisory
one.
"As financial vice president, l
should be influential as far as policy goes. I don't want to be timid or
weak." he said. "But that doesn't
mean I should attempt to tell the
senate what to do on every Lillie
issue."
Wood will effect the most
change in the direction of the
Apportionment Board, of which
the financial vice president serves
as chairman. The AB. which allocates student fees to recognized
student organizations, is currently
made up of students appointed by
the student body president and nonvoting representatives of Student
Government and the senate.
Wood plans to expand non-voting representative positions to
include members of the University
Board and the Recreational Sports
Board.

Filmmaker to speak Tuesday
By SUSAN KIEL
Activities editor

An award-winning director/cinematographer will
speak: Tuesday as the final speaker in the Cultural
Diversity Committee's ''One Nation: Many Voices"
lecture series.
Christine Choy, who received many awards for
"Who Killed Vmcent Chin?," a 90-minute documentary film directed by Choy, will give her speech. titled,
"Television Lies" at 7 p.m. in Coleman HalJ
Auditorium. Admission is free.
Choy spent much of her 20-year film career addressing minority issues. particularly Asian issues. She is
fluent in Korean as well as in four Chinese dialects.
In addition to the awards Choy received for "Who

killed Vmcent Chin?," Choy has been honored for her
work on other films like: "Best Hotel on Skid Row,"
"Mississippi Triangle," "Bittersweet Survival," "To
Love, Honor, and Obey," "People's Firehouse," "Loose
Pages Bound" and ''Teach our Children."
Her most recent projects include work as producer,
cinematographer, interviewer and narrator on "Homes
Apart: The Two Koreas" and as producer and director
of "Fortune Cookies: The Myth of the Model
Minority."
Choy is currently an assistant professor in the film
department of New York University's 1ish School of
the Arts. She received a bachelor's degree in architecture from Washington University in St. Louis and a
master's degree in urban planning from Columbia
University in New York.
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Free Fries w/Any Sandwich

$3 Pitchers (Lite,GD)
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you're coming
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Jim He/sdingen, a junior administration information systems major, helps Anne O'Neill, a junior finance
111111or, with her homework Sunday afternoon by the campus pond.

ectures Honors enrollment
op Earth to expand in fall
eek'93
By TODD FAKER
Staff writer

Eastem's geology/geogra]lby department is sponsoring
three lectures this week as part
of the nationwide celebration
of Earth Week 1993.
The lectures. which will
focus on issues ranging from
global wam1ing to water treatment. wall be presented at 7
pm. in Room 332 of the
Physical Science Building
Monday, Tuesday and Wednesda).
Belayet Khan, associate
professor in the geology/geography dcpartmcm. said the various presentations are an
attempt to mfom1 the public
about problems in the em,ironment and motl\ ate people to
become more environmentally
COil

IOUS.

· I think Eru tern as a whole
very aware of the environment, we even have classes
such as 'Hu1ruU1 Impact on the
Environment' oftered to help
students become more aware
of ecolog1cal problems... Khan
said.
Khan will be one of the
speakers featured thb week.
gtv1ng an address Monday
titled "Global Warming and
Climate
Anthropogenic
Olange."
He said the main focus of
bis presentation will be debate
m how significantly climates
llave changed the last several
1

years.
..There has been a lot of

debate the last several years on
the greenhouse effect and how
bas changed the environ" Khan said.

Eastern 's Honors Program will
be expanding next year because of
an increase in the number of qualified freshman applying, said the
director of the program Thursday.
Herbert Lasky, director of the
Honors Program, said the number
of students affiliated with the program is expected 10 jump 10 more
than 300 for the fall semester.
Currently. there are 239 honors students.
Lasky said the increase of honors students at Eastern bas risen at
a steady rate since the origin of the
Honors Program in 1982.
With the increase in students. the
University Honors Program is
expected to expand to serve 18 sections of classes. Honors classes are
taught within most majors at
Eastern.
"We ma) even have to add a
section or so when the freshman
come down here next fall," Lasky
aid.
In addition, Lasky said students
will be consulted in deciding what
courses to add to the program .

Also, a voting council. which deals
with these types of decisions. will
be open to all honors students.
Lasky. the only faculty member
who works in the program, pointed
out the program "operates at a very
small economic scale" and is "run
by the students for the students."
Most of the money received for the
program is from alumni and grants.
The purpose of the Honors Program is to "help the academically
talented students to work up to
their potential.'' Lasky said.
Lasky said the Honors Program
is a umque organization with a
wide range of opportunities for students.
Eastern has two types of Honors
Programs. The University Honors
Program is designed for freshman
and requires students to take a minimum of 25 hours in honors courses that will substitute for general
education courses.
In the Departmental Honors
Program, all students. including
transfer students. may panicipate.
Students are required to take 12
hours of honors classes and also
write a senior thesis under supervision of an honors faculty member.

Piano recital Monday
Pianist Randall McElwain will
perform a recital of French romantic and impressionistic music
Monday at Dvorak Concert Hall.
The performance. which begins
at 7:30 p.m.• is free. The evening's
program includes: Faurs's
"Themes and Variations, Op. 74,"
Ravel's "Yalses Nobles at Sentimentales," Chopin's "Balladt:s
No.3 and No.4" and Scherro's No.
3.
McElwain, who attended high
school in Effingham, is an associate professor of piano and music
history at Hobe Sound Bible
College in Hobe Sound, Fla. He is
also music director and an organist

at Aldersgate United Methodist
Church in Palm City. Fla.
During his high school years,
McElwain studied piano under
Eastern music professor George
Sanders. McElwain continued with
his piano studies as an undergraduate at the University of Missouri in
Kansas City. He went on to earn a
mai.ter's degree in piano at Nonheast Missouri State University.
In the past few years. McElwain
has made three study trips to Paris.
France. to study intensively with
well-known pianist Vlado Perlemuter.
- Staff report

PLAY YOUR
CARDS RIGHT!
Become an advertising
representative for the
Daily Eastern News.
Apply in the North Gym of
Buzzard.

CHARLESTON TOWNSHIP
DEMOCRATS PLEDGED TO
SERVE YOU BETTER
FOR SUPERVISOR:

~TOM MORGAN
FOR TOWNSHIP CLERK:

~

WILLIAM (BILL) L. HALL

FOR ROAD COMMISSIONER:

~

TARRY L. JAMES

FOR ASSESSORCHARLESTON-SEVEN HICKORY:

~ JAMES (JIM) M. SPENCE
FOR TOWNSHIP TRUSTEE:
(Vote For Four)

~ RAYMOND CATRON

IX}

BIRDINA GREGG

~ HOLLY EASTER
~ JIM BENEDICT
VOTE TUESDAY APRIL 20, 1993
Paid for by Charleston Township Democrats

WE HAVE GREAT APARTMENTS
AROUND THE POOL
FOR SUMMER & FALL
GREAT VALUES
FOR FALL
FROM$175
PER PERSON

GREAT VALUES

A:-=::.

~~

~.,
i FOR SUMMER

__..L_ ---~

.

" ~ \

HEAT INCLUDED

FROM $125
PER PERSON

• 9 Month Lease - Fall
•Close to Campus
• Patios & Balconies
• Completely Furnished
for 2, 3 or 4 People

• Central Air Conditioning
• Laundry Facilities
• Plenty of FREE Parking
• 24 Hour Maintenance
• Swimming Pool & Sunceck

LINCOLNWOOD PINETREE
APARTMENTS
• • • ACROSS FROM CARMAN HALL • • •

345-6000
OFFICE OPEN DAILY 9 TO 5

2219 S, NINTH APT. 17

8

MON
DAV
APRIL 19, 1~3
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FREE Battery and electrical test.
FREE Installation. Battery
Speciallsts. 1519 Madison Ave.
Char1eston 345-VOLT.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _.ca MWF/00
ARE YOU PAYING TOO MUCH
FOR INSURANCE? CALL BILL
HALL, 3.45-7023 FOR AUTO,
MOTORCYCLE, RENTERS OR
SHORT· TEAM HEALTH

4121

CAMP COUNSELORS wanted
for private Michigan boys/girls
summer camps. Teach· swimming, canoeing, sailing. tennis.
golf, sports, computers, camp·
ing, crafts, dramatics, OR riding.
Also kitchen, office. maintenance. Salary $1100 or more
plus R&B. Dayna Glasson. 1765
Maple, Nfld., IL 60093. 708·
446-2444.
ca4/19,21,23,26-27
Available immediately: competl·
live wages. Positions open for
Developmental Trainers and
Acbvities Aides. Apply in person
at 738 18th, Chas. EOE.
4/21
CRUISE SHIPS NOW HIRING •
Earn $2,000+/month + world trav·
el
(Hawaii,
Mexico,
the
Caribbean, etc.) Holiday. Summer
and Career employment available. No experience necessary.
For employment program call 1·
206-634-0468 ext. C5738.

~--------4/30

WORK OUTDOORS • SEPA·
RATE NORTHERN MINNESOTA
BOYS CAMP AND GIRLS
CAMP: Seeking high energy,
upbeat individuals with a sincere
interest in children Positions
available Include cabin counselors, Instructors and directors
for waterskllng, swimming, arts
and crafts, gymnastics. Western
horseback. tennis. SBlhng, fishing
and canoe. Office. cook, kitchen
and maintenance positions also
available. To apply contact Camp
Thunderbird, 10976 Chambray
~~-~. ~~.Louis, M063141, (3;._4)

Stuf!ers needed for summer & fall
semesters. Must be available Sun.
thru Thurs. Midnight hours, number
per week vary. Apply In person at
68127. Pay $4.25 hour.
---------·~19
Front desk workers needed for
summer and fall semesters.
Apply in person at BB127. Pay
$4.25 hour.
---------~19
Babysitter for 2 girts, ages 1 112
and 3. Thursday from 12 to? Call
Kathy, 348-5076
4/23

n 46

~----------517
Nice,
close to campus, furnished
houses for 93-94 school year.
Two people per bedroom, 10 112
mo. lease, $175/mo., 345-3148.
Evenings.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _517

ROOMMATf.S

LARGE 2 BEDROOM TOWNHOUSE GREAT FOR 3·4 PEO·
PLE. 9 MONTH LEASE. FURNISHED, BASIC CABLE PAID,
DISHWASHER, AND GARBAGE
DISPOSAL. CALL YOUNGS·
TOWN. 345-2363.

Roommate Female: Enjoy country living. 5 miles south of
Charleston.
Own
room .
$150/month.
_ _ _ _ 348-5195.
_ _ _ _ _4121

Now leasing for fall: two-bedroom
furnished apartments. McArthur
Manor Apartments 913-917
Fourth
St. 345-2231
__________
517

Female roommate needed for
summer. Only $80 per month.
Close to campus. Call 348-7601
4121

New 3 BR Apartment 2 blocks from
campus 93-94 school year. 10 mo.
lease, $205 each call B&K rentals
at 345-6621 (leave message if no
answer) or 348-8349.

LARGE 2 BEDROOM APART·
MENT FOR 2 OR MORE FOR
SUMMER. CALL 348-1843 MIKE.
JASON

24 W Buchanan. Aldo Roma
Apts. 1 bedroom apartments for 1
or 2 persons. Utilities Included. 11
112 mos. lease. $325 for 1 person
or $185 each for 2 persons. Call
Jan or Char1otte 345-2113. Eads
Realty

_517

-~

--

~--------4121

SUMMER SUBLESSOAS NEED·
ED: LARGE 2 BEDROOM
HOUSE-APARTMENT. FUR·
NISHED, ABOUT 1 BLK FROM
CAMPUS. CALL 345-3227
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _4130

~23

sublessors_ f_o_r_s-um-mer.
Furnished and 2 bedrooms. Great
price! Close to campus. 345-5437
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 4119
4 summer sub1essors needed. central air, furnished, Ott-street paoong.
1 blk from campy&. Low renl. Call
581·2483or 581·2283
_ __ _ _ _ _ _ _ 4123

1

Name: _ _~-~-~---~--~-Address: _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _

~

Yes

D

No

Dates to run - - - - - - - - - - - - - - Ad to read:

pains
•Plunder
11 Demijohn's
cousin
14 Warning
H Sound: Comb.
form
1•An objective of
NOW
17 Street show
11 Musical having
skits
1eltemfor
candling
20 Fall drink
21 North Sea
feeder
22Canadian
Indian

MINI-STORAGE~
RENTAL SPACES

•Clean, Secure Rooms
• U Lock It, U Keep The Key
•Household Furniture, Cars
•Outdoor Space In Mattoon
Also Microwave Rentals

CARLYLE RENTALS

Q Credit

Check number _ _ __
20 cents per word first day ad runs. 14 cents per word each consecutive day thereafter. Students with valid ID 15 cents per word first
day. 10 cents per word each conseculJve day. 15 word minimum.
Student ads must be paid in advance.
DEADLINE 2 P.M. PREVIOUS DAY-NO EXCEPTIONS
The News reserves the right to edit or refuse ads considered libelous
or in bad taste.

I

West Route 16, Charleston
2601 Charleston Ave., Mattoon

34a-114s

54 Used a loom
57 Predicate, or
part of 1t
st Did a lawn 1ob
13 Pioneer's
purchase
MBroom - - ,
comics witch
UMarsh
depression
MSet
•?Viper
M Eaglet's home
•Finis
70 Intended
71 Tire part

DOWN

1 Parisian oasis
2Jai-3 Contemporary
dull one
4 Bromfield novel,
with "The"
a Hl·fi part
•Agile
7 Musical based
on a Burnett
book
a wandered
• Habituated
10 "The Gold Bug•
author
11 Taunt
~~;:;+~;'4 12 Exhort
13 Pledge or
challenge
22 Long-run 1965
......~_._............
play

Amount due:$ _ _ _ __

Q Check

93-94 school year: 2 bedroom
townhouses. Furnished. 9 or 12
month lease. 1610 and 1640
University Drive, by Walmart. Call
1·235-0424

- - Aitcheson
25 Plant swelling
27 - - acid (an
antiseptic)
31 Peninsula of
India
u Water. to Juan
•Knowledge
38 Union unit
•Theater awards
41 Seine
42 Sways with leis
43 Packing case
44 Ticket part
,.. Delta substance
47 Strong dislike
49 Okapis' cousins
s1 Miss Doolittle
S3Feels1ck

Person accepting ad _ _ _Compositor _ _ _ __

a cash

- --,---5"3

23 Tipper Gore.

Expiration code (office use only). _ _ _ _ _ _ __

Payment:

a.

348-n46

COLLEGE!
SCHOLARSHIPS,
LOANS, GRANTS
AVAILABLE
Regardless of age,
grades, or income.
Call Tgll-FREE
1-800-436-6867
Ext. L-1005

Under Classification of:. _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

no. words/days

_________517

Two bedroom, 1 1/2 baths furnished apartments available for fall
free laundry faahty, stove, refrigerator, dishwasher. all included near
campus, 1017 Woodlawn. Phone

$$$FOR

1 Sudden, sharp

Classified Ad Form
D

LINCOLNWOOD PINETREE
FURNISHED APARTMENTS
PATIOS. BALCONIES. AIR. NINE
MONTH LEASE, FROM $160
PER PERSON APPOINTMENT.
345-6000

_ _517

ACROSS

Eastern News

Phone: _ _ _ _ _ _ Students

E.A.R.T.H. WILL HAVE a meeting Monday at 6:15 p.m. In 313 Blair
Please br1ng all ratne donallons. We'll be wol1<ing on Earth Week
strations.
SPECIAL OLYMPIC VOLUNTEER meeting will be at 5:45 tn
Auditorium on April 22. If you are wonung at or coming to Special
on Apnl 30, please attend this Important meeting.
WOMEN IN COMMUNICATIONS presents Jennifer Wing, an agric:IAll!
speaker with a JoumaliSm background. She will speak about events
ning and how to go about good time management. In the Neoga room In
Union at 6 p.m. Monday All W91come.
KMEIMATH CLUB WILL have a meeting Monday at 6 p.m. in Old
room 215.
KAPPA OMICRON NU will have a business meebng Monday at 5 p.m.
Kiehm 11 o. We will dlSCUSS the upcoming officer elections. the final
and other important topies. Everyone W91come. Remember this is ~
ry.
CULTURAL DIVERSITY COMMITI'EE will have films "Yellow Tales
Two Families· and "The Killing of Vincent Chin" by Chnst1ne Choy
at 7 p.m. In the Arcola/Tuscola room.
LESBIAN, GAY, BISEXUAL and Allies Union will have a meeting Mondlr
at Coleman 228 at 6:30 p.m. Al 7:30 p.m. a 45 min. expect from "Wold
Our Wlll be shown in FAM-031 .
ST.. VINCENT DE PAUL will meet at 7 p.m. Monday at the Newman
DELTA SIGMA Pl wlll have a meeting Monday at 6 p.m. In
Char1eston/Mattoon room.

_5n

2-bed apt. or 2-bed townhouse.
Great locationslll Rent negotiable.
Call Laura or Jason at 345-3203

2

Four bedroom apt $600 per
month plus tow utilities. Five
blocks from campus. Washer and
dryer.
_ _234-4831
_ _ _ _ _ _ _4123

OLDETOWNE MANAGEMENT
HAS APARTMENTS AVAILABLE
FOR LEASING 93-94. CALL 3450LDE.

Summer sublessors needed: 2
bedroom, furnished, A/C, near
campus, negotiable rent-inexpensive
_ _348-7617
_ _ _ _ __ _4123

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _4/20

o!~;

Mini-storage available as low as
$30/rnonth. Car1yle Rentals, 348-

24 Building wing

•

L--'--"'-

n

Grill or grid
27 Seize
28 Marketplace
a Charge
30 Cyclotron items
u Where L.A. is
33 Start of a
Dickens title
34 Snug places
37 Needle case
40 Close the eyes
of a falcon
41 Bikini part
.a Split up

so Draws a bead on sa The Simpson
brat
52 Scott
Fitzgerald's wife 90 Word with hard
or soft
MPiecework
payment
EssayiS1 Lamb
ss G. Atherton's
uAct
"Black-w
MLicensed
amateur radio
HS. African
operator
grassland

•1

MONDAY
P.M.
WTW0-2
6:00 News
6:30 Inside Edi!IOll
7:00 Fresh Pnnc:e
7:30 Blossom
8:00 MOYie: Father &
8:30 Son: Dangerous
9:00 Relations
9:30
10:00 News
10:30 Tonight

WCIA-3

WAN[).7 17

News
En!mL TO(jg!it
Evenng Shade
Bob

ESPN·24

USA-26

WGN-29 9

WILL-12 12

LIFE·38

Fox-8 55

DISC·33

WEIU-9

SportsCenter

Quantum Leap

Designing Women
Jeftersons

Mactl911, Lehrer

llnsoived
Myslllfies

N'ight Cwt
Cheers

Mythic H tlef

RoclletslMISSlleS

Reac5ng Rau'CJow
ClJbComed

Murder,
She Wrote

BasebaD: Astros
at Cubs

Trawls

LA. Law

Movie:
Bedknobs and

Natural World

U1tle House

Medicmeal
the Crossroads

MOVle: The

Broomsticks

From Muleshoe

Bonanza

FBI The Untold
MoYie: Always

Murphy Brown
Love & War

WWF Wrestling

Nonhem
EJposure

Matrix

News

News

TOOiQhl

M'A'S'H

Love Connection

SportsCenter

MacGyver

Siocy
News
KOjak

Bemg Selved?
Movie

IO Galvl!S100

Marva Colllns

Tlurtysomcttung

Star Trek: Deep
SpaceN°lllll

Subtle asa
Serpent

Cheers
Sluds

Natural World

News
Amenca

Money Trends
Film Classics

SLEEP CHEAP ACROSS FROM
BUZZARD. 2 bedroom house for 34persons. Call 345-2265 today.
_ _ _ _ __ _MWF 517

Golf clubs. Complete set and bag.
$100.348-1614

4 or 5 person Housel Couple

l*Jcks from campus, 93-94 school

year. Call B&K Rental, 345-6621 .
Leaw message, if no answer 3488349.
---------~517

FOR RENT: NICE TWO BEDROOM APARTMENTS, LAUNDRY, GARAGE. AVAILABLE
AUGUST. NO PETS. 345-7286 (MF)
_8-5;
_(SAl)
__9-12.
_ _ __ _.4f30

2 BR apts. furnished, central AIC, 2
blocks from campus . 345-9636
Iller
5:30
__
_p.m.
_ __ _ _ _.4128
Summer only 2 bedroom
Apartments 2 People $125 a
monlh each Phone 348-7746.

:--- - - -- - ----'517
Now leasing nice 3 bedroom furnish apartments for 93-94 school

year.
Can 345-3664.
_ __
__ _ _ __ .4123

House near EIU: 3 BOA. 2 Baths.
Partly Furnished. $185. 348-1614
or348-8096

_ _ __ _ _ __ __c4121
Duplex: 2 BR, A/C, Appl's., off-

ltreel parking. No pets. Close to
~·
Dep.
348-6014
_ __Lease,
__
__
_ _4123

I.easing for Fall 1993: Nice, clean 2
bedroom duplex apartment for 2 or
3 people. Furnished, AIC and close
locampus.
Call_
345-7248
_____
_ _ __ 4'30
FOR SUMMER: FURNISHED
STUDIO APT, DISHWASHER, AIR
CONDffiONED, NICE, $100 PER
MONTH. CALL 348-0927 AFTER

5:30
P.M.
__
_ _ __ _ _ _.4121
FOR SUMMER: 2 BDRM APT·
FURNISHED,
WASHER
&
DRYER , AIR CONDITIONED,
NICE, $100 PER PERSON PER
MONTH. CALL 348-0927 AFTER
5:30 P.M.

_ __ _ __ _ ___c4121

Summer/FalVSpring: 1 or 2 bedroom apt. Furnished, 620 5th
Sll9e!,
345-5728
_ _W/D.
__
_ _ _ __ 4120
Summer/Fa!VSpring: 3 or 4 bed·
IOOITl house, 953 Division, 761 8th
Slnlet.
Furnished,
345-5728
___
_ __ _
_ _ _4/20

For Rent 9th and Garfield: 1-2 bed-

room apt, non-smokers and nondrinkers preferred. 4 people, air
condition. Economical. 1·2 bed·
room two people. Air conditioned,
"81affumished.
Lincoln
____ _ __
_ Street.
_ _4120
ROOMS FOR MEN. Quiet, serious
students only. 1 block from campus. $110/mo. summer; $165/mo.
Fa&'Spring (9-month lease). Most
utilities included. Call 345-7266
aller5p.m.

_ _ _ _ _ __ ___..517
House for 4 or 5 gir1s, low rent &

ulilltles. Close to campus. 3455048, 3-5 p.m.

- -- -- - - ---'4122

3 bdrm apt. in new big. central air,
clahwashers, ceiling fans, carpet &
Unished. All new. Low utilities. Off
II. pill. 112 blk from campus. 3455048. 3-5 p.m.

TV-Quasar 25" console-$175.
Slereo: receiver, turntable, speak·
ers·S75. 1981 Chevrolet Malibu
station wagon $750. Trade for?

345-4426

_ _ _ __ _ _ ___..517

Man's silver/ gold wedding ring$150. Man's silver Bulova Accutron
watch $225. Woman's full length
uooat-$100. Trade fol'? 345-4426

---------~517

1985 Honda Aero-80 scooter.
Excellent condition. $600. Call 345-

2864

_ _ _ _ _ __ _ _4119

Schwinn Frontier Ten Speed
Mountain Bike, like new. $240.00

348-0439
_ _ _ _ __ _ _ _4121
1969 Buick Electra 4 Door Han1top.
Road ready condition. Alpine

stereo. RUNS GREAT! $800.00.
Cal Sieve at 345-9345, leave message
_ __ _ _ _ _ __ 4121
FOR SALE: 1985 BLUE ESCORT,
Many Miles. New Exhaust. $400.00
080.
345-5905
__
_ __ _ _ _ _4124
Schwinn 3-speed bike. Good condition. Cheap transportation. $40.

348-5461
_ _ _ _ __ _ _ _4121
1991 Rally Sport Camero, T-tops,
Fully Loaded, Sport Wheels,
36,000 miles. Serious inquires only.
Kristi
348-8235
__
_ _ _ _ _ _ _4/30

Found: Watch with leather band.
Claim at Student Publications, 127
Buzzard Bldg. 581-2812

PLAIN GREEK PADDLES, standard size, $4.00. 581-2987
4/21
W
-,H...,.Y.,.--D---ID
=--T
~H
_,..
E_
C_
H....,.1-CKEN

CROSS THE ROAD? TO GET
TO JOEY 'S . BUT HE NEED
NOT! WE DELIVER. PHONE
345-2466
==-:--,..-:-:::-:--:-=--:----,---,4/24
PRE-LAW CLUB is planning a
field trip to U of I Law School on
Tues., Apr. 20th. Have your
questions answered and sit in
on a class. Call Andy for info.
581-2586
_ _ __ _ _ _ __ 4/19
On April 21st: Vote for persistence,
dedication ,
and
INTEGRITY: Amy Levine for
Student Senator
_ _ _ _ _ __ _ _ 4/21
YA MANI! Just In time for Bikini
Season. New bulbs in all our
beds a1 Jamaican Tan. 10 tans
$30.00. 346-0018, 410 7th St.
,..,..---- - , - - - - -4/21
Now accepting entries for the
Town & Country Amateur Art
Show, held May 14-15 at the
Cross County Mall, Mattoon.
Medi a to be judged Include
painting, sculpture, drawi ng,
photography. Register at the
Charleston Recreation Dept. ,
520 Jackson. Call 345-6897 for
rules and other info.
:-:---::--- - . , . - - ---4/19
New C .D.'s $4.00 Also buying
anything of value , pawn brokers, 325 Madison, Charleston.
Instant Cash!
- - - --,---...,.---- 4/21
Dee Zee PYRAMIDS: Go out
and get 'um. We know that you
will be standing "high"!

To the Men of Delta Chi: Good
luck and have fun during Greek
Week. Love, Jeni
_ _ _ _ __ _ _ _4119
STEPHANIE AND STEVE:
THANKS FOR MAKING MOM'S
NIGHT SO REMEMBERABLE
FOR ME. HA HA. YOU GUYS
ARE GREAT FOLKS! ASA
LOVE, SARA
_ _ _ __ _ _ _ _4/19
Kristie and Eric: I had a great
time on Mom's nitel Thanks for
everything! ASA love and mine,
your daughter, Tracy
_ __ _ __ _ _ _41190
TO THE HANDSOME MEN OF
SIGMA PHI EPSILON: GOOD
LUCK DURING GREEK WEEK.
I KNOW YOU GUYS WILL DO
A GREAT JOB! LOVE, AMY
_ _ _ _ _ __ _ _4119
Alpha Phis , Good luck i n
upcoming Greek Week activities
and thanks for the balloons.
Love Robb
_ _ __ _ _ _ __ 4/ 19
SIGMA KAPPA PYRAMID
TEAM: GOOD LUCK AT PYRA·
MIDS TODAY! LOVE, YOUR
SIG KAP SISTERS
_ _ _ _ _ __ _ _4/ 19
RAFFAELLE & VALEK: Just
want to say thanks for all the
time and effort you put Into
coaching Alpha-Garn tugs. Love
Mindy
_ __ _ _ _ _ __ 4/ 19
AST Pyramids: Good luck
today. Your sisters are behind
you all the wayl
_ _ _ _ _ __ _ _4/ 19

To the Men of LAMBDA CHI
ALPHA, I just wanted to wish
you all luck during greek weekl
Fire upl Love ya, Sandi
4/ 19
~
G-o-o~d-...,.-L_u_
c.,...
kto_t_
h_
e_,.
SIGMA

CONGRATULATIONS DAMON
AND KRISTA ON GETTING
LAVALIERED. HOW WAS THE
SWIM PIPER? YOUR LITTLE
BRO AND AGB, BONOMO
_ _ _ _ __ _ _ _4/ 19

KAPPA TUG TEAM. Your Sig
Kap sisters are behind youll
___ _ __ _ _ _ _4/19

ASTs: Go canoes! Go canoesl
Go canoes!
_ _ __ _ _ _ _ _4/19

Pikes: Have a spectacular greek
weekl Good luck at coronation
Steve G., you are a Greek God!
Love Dreamy

Dime BEER and good friends,
who can beat it? Thanks KDRs
and TAI SIGS. The MEN OF
SIGMA NU
_ _ _ __ _ _ _ _.4 /19
TO THE LADIES OF ALPHA
GAMMA DELTA: GREEK WEEK
IS FINALLY HERE AND ALL OF
THE HARD WORK YOU HAVE
DEDICATED WILL PAY OFF.
GOOD LUCK IN ALL YOUR
EVENTS l ' LL BE THERE
CHEERING YOU ON ALL THE
WAY. LOVE YA, WILLY
_ _ _ _ _ _ __ _4/19

=----:----:-:----=-~4
. /19

Pro
Recycling ,
Cultural
Awareness, Integrity. Vote Amy
Compton for S1udent Senator.
...,__ _ __ _ _ __ 4119
To the men of LAMBDA CHI
ALPHA, CONGRATULATIONS
on going ACTIVEI You'll all make
great J.A.'s. Hope you had fun
Friday night! LOVE SANDI
4/19
T~H=
E -S_E_
X....,.
l~
ES
...T~D-E-L-TA
~
WHO
"BAKES" THE BEST RICE
KRISPIES·YOUR GATORS
ARE ROOTING FOR YOU!
_ _ _ _ __ _ _ _4/19
SIGMA KAPPA wishes EVERY·
ONE a fun-filled week during
GREEK WEEK 1993!
4/19
A
..,..,...
M,.,.Y'""'E°"D::-:W-:-:-:-A-=R-=D-=s-:""'•N
..,..e_v_e_r -before
has someone been more...unforgettable, that's what you are.
Best of luck tonight. Love, your
AST sisters
=:-:-,--=-:-:-::--;-:---,..,.---4/19
TIM BLACK: Happy 21st
Birthday! I LOVE YOU! Stephanie
_ _ _ __ _ _ __ 4/19

CORONATION of the GREEK
GOD and GODDESS will occur
tonight at 9 p.m. In the Grand
Ballroom. There is a $1 admission fee and ID's are required
for checkout.
_______ _ _ _4/19

Greek Games will be taking
place today from 3-6 p.m. at the
campus pond. Events include
women's canoes (3 p.m.) Mens'
canoes (4 p.m.) and women's
pyramids (5 p.m.
---- --....,.-.....,.----4/19
The Ladles of ASA would like to
wish all fraternities & sororities
good luck during Greek Week

'93.
4/ 19
-PH
_,l_B__ET=-A-=c..,..
H.,...
l:.....,F-,
IR__E_U....,P-F=oR A
GREAT WEEKI PYRAMID
TEAM, GET PSYCHED! LOVE,
MICHELLE
_ _ _ _ __ _ _ _4/19

CHARGEm

Mark V. and John R.: You guys
are the best tugs coaches everl!
Thanks for everything you've
done, it will be sure to pay off. I
know I've complained once,
maybe twice , but you love me
anywayl Don't forget to save up
for that Bud Light Keg!! Love
your Alpha Gamma Delta
Tugger, Keri
_ _ _ __ _ _ _ _4119

Calvin and Hobbes
LOO( A.i °™\$ GOOS\\X,
DIR1'{. Slit<\'( I 1\.\\0~.
'M£i tw\\IC.K !

John R . and Mark V •. AKA #1
Alpha Garn Tug coaches!
Thanks for sticking with us even
through Keri's nervous breakdown! Ha Ha. You guys are the
bestl We really appreciate and
respect you guys-NOT. Love In
AGO tugs, Kim A.
_ _ __ _ _ _ _ _4/19

The Daily
Eastern News
now accepts

MasterCard
and VISA

by Bill Watterson
T/>.l~

ASOUT f>..
KID MAG~ET .'

8\.E.Cc\.Ut

4/19

.A,..""'
N"'""'N..,..
A-,V
..,..A:--:N-:--=S-::C-::O'"'"Y:-::O'""'""":...,.
c W
.,.,...e are
so proud to have you representing us as our Goddess. Good
luck tonight! We know that you
will look beautiful. In the flame,
your Delta Zeta sisters!
-----...,..--- - - -4 /19
DELTA ZETA: Greek Week is
finally here!! Let's go out and
show them what we've gotll
Love, Lynn & Patsy
_ _ _ _ _ __ _ _4/19
Delta Zeta Canoes: Good luckl
Paddle your way to victory! We
know that you can do itl
_ _ _ __ _ __ _4/19
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JOHN RAFAELLE and MARK
VALEK: You guys have been
the BEST Alpha Garn TUGS
coaches! THANKS! Bridget

_ __ _ _ __ _ _4/19

Exercise your right to vote
Tuesday RE-ELECT BILL HALL,
Charleston Township Clerk.
Your vote counts!
--------~4/20
Subway honors any competitor's coupons .

=----=:---,---,,-,,,.---4121

Doonesbury

BY GARRY TRUDEAU

"Security Deposits• Don't lose
yours because of home damages-for all types of repairs-at a
great price. Call Eric at 345·
1230 anytime, Ive. message
_ _ _ __ _ _ __ 4/23
Needed urgently. Two female
gymnastics instructors for short
summer EIU program . 7-18
June, 10:00-1 :00. Call Dr. Scott
A.G.M. Crawford, 581·6363.
_ _ _ _ __ _ _ _4/21
Double Stamps for Sub Club
Cards every Monday and
Tuesday at Charleston Subway
_ _ _ _ _ _ __ _4/20
DAMON
and
KRISTA:
CONGRATULATIONS on getting LAVALIERED. You guys are
the BEST! Love, Alicia
_ _ _ _ __ _ _ _4/ 19
ASTs: Get psyched for a great
weekl It's time for all the hard
work to pay off! Keep your spirits up! We love you guys!
Edwards and Matkovich
_ _ _ _ __ _ _ _4/19
Raffaelle & Valek : Thanks for
everything: you guys are the
best Tug coaches! Remember:
We llke our beverages cold !
Love, Stephanie
_ _ _ _ __ _ _ _4/19
The Men of SIGMA PHI
EPSILON would like to wish all
SORORITIES. Good luck during
Greek Week

_ _ _ _ _ _ __ _ 4119
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The Dally EaStem News

Women's tennis team wins three Golfers
By JOHN P. ANGEL
Staff writer

Eastern 's women's tennis team
continued its strong team play
winning three matches on the
road this weekend in Davenpon,
Iowa.
The Lady Panthers beat St.
Ambrose on Friday and Augustana and Northern Iowa on Saturday to improve their overall dualmeet record to 17-2. They are 122 so far in the spring after going
5-0 in the fall.
Friday's match against the host
school St. Ambrose did not start
until 7:30 p.m. and lasted late into

the night.
The Lady Panthers beat St.
Ambrose by a score of 7-2, even
though the match was played
indoors.
"St. Ambrose really surprised
us," said Eastern coach John
Ross. "We played them in the
beginning of the year and they
weren't that strong of a team, the
match really could have gone
either way."
Just nine hours later, the first
serve was hit and another match
was underway, this time against
Augustana College.
The Lady Panthers were victorious once again, this time win-

ning by the score of 9-0.
..Again the score is real deceiving, four of the matches were real
close," said Ross. "The girls did a
good job of staying focused."
The match of the day was
played at No. 1 doubles, where
Theresa Ramage and Samantha
Wulfers found themselves down
2-6, after the first set.
"They came back impressively
in the second set and won 6-2,
and then finally put away their
opponents by winning 6-0, in the
third set," said Ross.
Later that day the Lady
Panthers had to prepare for a
match against Northern Iowa.

"I was real pleased on how the
girls concentrated against Northern Iowa; they showed a lot of
poise," said Ross.
Eastern dominated Northern
Iowa 9-0.
Terra Erickson, who suffered a
thigh injury a couple of weeks
ago, stepped up her play all weekend, according to Ross.
Eastern had a Thursday dual
meet with Illinois State cancelled
because of rain. Ross said it was
doubtful if the match would be
made up.
The Lady Panthers will play
host to Indiana State University
on Tuesday.

Men's tennis posts deceiving results
By PAUL DEMPSEY
Staff writer

Two losses out of three matches might not
seem like a good weekend for the Eastern
men's tennis team, but coach John Bennett and
his team know differently.
Saturday saw Eastern 's first action at
Weller Couns this semester, as the Panthers
started the day with an 8-1 romp over the
College of St. Francis.
All six of the singles matches were won by
Bennett's squad. as George Macy, Pat Mellin.
Ryan Ivers. Brad Rozboril. Brandon Kuhl and
Jeff Lindstrom all recorded victories for
Eastern.
Freshman Dennis Alexander, who is still
banling back from an injury, won at No. l
doubles with Kuhl and Ivers and Lindstrom

won at No. 2 doubles.
The only loss of the match was at No. 3
doubles where sophomores Rohen Downing
and Brent Thorlton lost a tie-breaker in the
third set.
The Panthers followed their match against
St. Francis with a match against Evansville
that Eastern lost 5-2.
Eastern put in tough matches at No. I and
No. 2 doubles, losing 8-4 and 8-6.
The highlight of the match was Kuhl's 6-0,
6-0 win at No. 5 singles.
The Panthers started their weekend with an
indoor match on Friday against a tough
Illinois State team that Eastern has not faced
in over two years. The Panthers lost 4-2 to the
Redbirds. but in Bennett's eyes. the quality of
play shown by Eastern 's squad will probably
outweigh the loss.

"I think most everybody was pleased with
the play," said Bennett. "It was a good performance after the long layoff."
Wins by Macy at No. I singles and
Rozboril at No. 4 singles were all the Panthers
could manage in singles competition.
Ivers and Kuhl suffered tough three set losses at No. 3 and No. 5 singles respectively.
The only doubles win against Illinois State
was turned in by Kuhl and Alexander at No. l
doubles.
"As a team. overall. we did pretty well."
said Bennett. "It was something you want to
see at this time of year."
Bennen was able to rest a couple of his
players against St. Francis to prepare them for
Monday's match against Sangamon State and
a visit to Evansville later in the week to close
out the regular season.

Baseball
• From page 12
Western's Mike Harris came to
the plate representing the tying
run and the Leathernecks last
hope.
Harris ripped a one-hopper that
hit the infield umpire in the chest
The play was ruled as a basehit
and the runners advanced one
base. The next batter, Kevin
Seifert, ripped a two-run double
and an infield single by Jim
Morsovillo tied the game.
"That was the last out of the
game," Eastern coach Dan
Callahan said. "That was an easy

ground ball to Guest. He told me
that he didn't even have to move
to make that play. But it was a
basehit. It isn't something that you
see a Jot, but that is the way it is in
the rulebook."
The Panthers got a strong relief
effon from Joe Keusch. Keusch, a
junior from Huntingburg, Ind.,
tossed 5 2/3 innings of scoreless
relief. He gave up four hits and
struck out two.
Western put together scoring
threats in both the 12th and 13th
innings. Keusch pitched his way
out of the 12th and Derek Johnson
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relieved Keusch in the 13th to
close the game.
"We had some tough plays go
against us in that second game."
Callahan said. "It's not that we
played badly. We swung the bats
decent. the pitching was good and
our defense was also solid."
Callahan said that he didn't
know if the second game would
have to be finished.
He said that league rules state
that two of the three games in
conference series must be played.
If the two games aren't played the
visiting team must stay over until

Monday to play the final game.
Since these games. which were
originally scheduled to be played
at Western, were switched
Callahan said that he didn't know
what action the league would take.
One possibility he said would
be going to Springfield and playing out the remainder of the second game and playing the third
game of the series that was lost
this weekend with the switch in
sites.
The Panthers are scheduled to
host Oakland City College
Tuesday in a I p.m. doubleheader.

get 15th
at invite
Snow and wind-chills of near
20 degrees plagued the opening
round of the Bradley University
Invitational and the Panther golf
team never quite recovered.
Firing a 329 on Friday and
323 on Saturday, Eastern finished 15th in the 20-team tournament. Southeast Missouri
State woo the team title with a
total score of 610 - 42 strokes
ahead of the Panthers.
"There were some very good
teams here, including the champion Southeast Missouri State,
Xavier, Western Illinois,'' said
Eastern coach Paul Lucken.
"I think we played OK overall, but Friday was just a b~
ble day weather-wise anti~
finished that just six shots out of
sixth place. That made me very
proud of them. We just had
problems and couldn't keep up
on Saturday.
Lucken said Eastern was not
too far off the pace though.
"Still, Bradley ended up in
ninth place and they only shot
320 on Saturday, which was just
three strokes better than us. We
had an opportunity but just
couldn't make up enough
ground."
Individually. sophomore Brian Holmes led the Panthers with
a 80- 79 for 159, while John
Armstrong shot 82-82-164,
Jamie Reid 84-81-165, Mike
Haase 83-82-165 and Jeff
Schuette 85-81-166.
The tournament medalist was
Purdue's Dave Pugh, who fired
a 75-75-150. playing what
Lueken called "incredible golr
during the opening round of the
competition.
Eastern returns to action
Wednesday. traveling to Des
Moines, Iowa to take pan in the
Drake Relays Tournament.
- Staff report
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2. You're The Greatest Catch-All, With
decorative yellow memo pad & erasable
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3. One In a Mllllon Catch-All, Unique dollar bill motif with
colorful flowers...$18.50
4. Porcelain Bud Vase with mixed flowers and a
Secretary's Week insert... $18.50
5. Secretary Catch-All with Secretary motif and Spring
arrangement, ... $17.50
6. Secretary Basket filled with mixed flowers...$17.50
7. Lunch Bag Bouquet fresh flowers In reusable vinyl lunch
bag... $15.00
8. You're the Greatnt Bud Vase with memo pad &
erasable pen and your choice of two camations or
one rose... $14.50
9. Three Carnation Bud Vase with Secretary's insert, ...
$11.50
10. One Vased Rose with ribbon & insert, ... $10.50
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Field events pace women
at Indiana State track meet
By PETE KATES
Staff writer
Field event panicipants turned
in strong performances for the
women's track team as it finished
fourth in the eight-team Indiana
State Invitational on Saturday.
The meet featured some tough
competition including Indiana
State, who dominated the meet in
scoring 243 points while Western
Illinois placed a distant second,
scoring 120.5 points.
"I thought it was a pretty good
meet." said coach John Craft. "We
had some good performances
against some good competition.
Overall it was a very good meet."
The participants in the field
events continued to do well, with
Tiffany Jansen, Kala Scott, and

Michelle Warren turning in outstanding performances. Warren
placed second in the javelin
throw, while Jansen placed second
in the high jump.
The big story was Scott, as she
placed second in the triple jump,
competing in the event for only
the only the third time in her
career. She also placed third in
both the l 00-meter hurdles and
the long jump.
"Kala had a very good meet,"
said Craft."She improved her
jump by over five inches in the
triple jump on Saturday, and she
is doing excellent for just having
started competing in that event."
Jansen jumped 5-feet, 5-inches
in placing second, and had several
near misses at 5-7. Warren threw
116-6 in the javelin in placing

second while Denise Hubbard
placed fourth in the shot put by
throwing 41-2.
In the running events, Amy
Bersig finished fourth in the
1500-meter run, and Brooke
Roberts took fifth in the 3000meter run. Tee Jaye Rhudy finished sixth in the 1500-meter with
a time of 4:58, and also placed
seventh in the 3000 meter with a
time of 10:55.
The team was scheduled to
compete in the Ball State Invite
next weekend, but because of cancellation, they will travel to
Elmhurst to compete in the
Elmhurst Invitational. The team
has three meets remaining this
season, finishing the year up at
the National Invitational Tournament.
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Blues upset Hawks in opener
CHICAGO (AP) - The St. Louis Blues stole
home-ice advantage from the Chicago Blackhawks
with a come-from-behind 4-3 victory Sunday, stirring memories of the game Chicago blew to start the
Stanley Cup final last year.
The Blues trailed 3-1 midway through the second
and were still down 3-2 midway through the third.
Bui they took advantage of a late power play to
score twice in 27 seconds in the opener of the Norris
Division semifinal.
In 1he opening game of last year's final series, the
Blackhawks led by three goals but let Pittsburgh
rally for a 5-4 victory.
Chicago was never really in the series again and
lost 4-0.
"We're fools if we think the Hawks are going to
roll over," said Brendan Shanahan, who scored two
goals Sunday. including the one that tied it 3-3.
"They may be down for a little while, but they have
enough leadership in that dressing room to come

back from this."
Chicago coach Darryl Sutter also downplayed the
emotional impact of the loss.
"It's a simple case today of having to fight off the
5-on-3. That certainly is not a demoralizing thing,"
Sutter said.
At 9:56 of the third, Chicago's Stephane Matteau
was whistled for high sticking. Just 53 seconds into
the power play, Steve Smith was called for slashing,
giving the Blues a 5-on-3 advantage for I :07.
They didn't need much of that time.
Shanahan 's second of the day just 23 seconds into
the power play after Chicago goaltender Ed Belfour
stopped Brett Hull's slap shot from the slot. Jeff
Brown collected the rebound and passed quickly to
Shanahan, who slapped it in from left of the crease.
"(Brown) probably had the opportunity to shoot
it. Eddie came out, and he saw me slide out to the
side. I had most of the net to shoot at." Shanahan
said.

Bulls fall to Cavs; Pippen hurt
RICHFIELD, Ohio (AP) - Their five-game winning streak ended.
The> fell a full game behind New York in the race
for best record in the Eastern Conference. Their second-best player, Scottie Pippen, limped off the court
on a twisted right ankle.
All in all, ir wasn't much of a day for the Chicago
Bulls.
The Cleveland Cavaliers uncharacteristically dominated the backboards and beat the Bulls I 03-94
Sunday. extending Cleveland's winning streak to a
season-high eight games.
The win was Cleveland's third straight over
Chicago, giving the Cavs a 3-2 advantage in the season series. It's the first time Cleveland has won a
series from the Bulls since 1988-89.
The best news for Chicago: X-rays of Pippen 's
ankle revealed no broken bones.
"My feeling is, it's day-to-day," Pippen said. "It's

the same ankle I hurt last year in the playoffs, and l
have dealt with tendinitis aJI year." He said he
doesn't plan on resting the ankle any more than necessary.
"If I'm able, I'm going to play," Pippen said
before leaving on crutches.
Pippen was helped off the floor late in the third
quarter after his feet got tangled as he charged into
Craig Ehlo. The Bulls trailed by 15 at the time, and a
fourth-quarter comeback stalled in the closing minutes.
The Cavaliers technically prevented the Bulls
from clinching their third consecutive Central
Division championship, although one more Chicago
win or Cleveland loss in the final four games will do
it.
" I think we're very confident as a team," said
Michael Jordan, who led the Bulls with 32 points and
nine assists. "We don't doubt our chances at all."

Cubs, White Sox, Cards all lose
CHICAGO (AP) - It was
another home-run derby for
Philadelphia Phillies and Chicago
Cubi..
The teams combined for eight
homeri. in the Phillies' 11- lO victol) on Sunday in 11 innings at
Wrigley Field. matching their
total of April 9. when the Cubs
beat the Phillies l 1- 7 in
Philadelphia.
03vt: Hollins hit a three-run
homer - the fifth of the game by
Philadelphia - with two outs tn
l11h. It came off loser Bob
Scanlan (0-2). Last September
Hollins and Scanlan were
mvolved in fight and both players
were suspended for four games.
"I didn't think about while I
Wit\ at bat." Hollins said.
"After the game I thought
about it. You never forget when a
U} throws at your head."
Scanlan had hit Hollins with a
itch and Hollins charged the
mound.

"Last year was history, it
doesn't matter," Scanlan said.

Red Sox 4,
White Sox 0
BOSTON (AP) - In the Red
Sox locker room, Frank Viola
was talkmg about how easy it can
be to pitch when your team is
scoring runs. Down the hall,
White Sox pitcher Rodney
Bolton was trying to sidestep that
subject.
Boston scored a couple of
early runs Sunday and went on to
defeat Chicago 4-0 as Viola (3-0)
scattered nine hits for his first
Fenway Park shutout in five
years.
"It's so much easier pitching
the first two weeks of the season
knowing they're going to score
some runs for you," said Viola
who lowered his ERA to 0.75 and
has only allowed two runs in
three starts.
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SAN DIEGO (AP) - Gary
Sheffield had two homers and
five RBis, and Tony Gwynn went
5 for 5 with another as the San
Diego Padres tied a club record
with five homers in a 10-6 victory Sunday that gave them a
sweep of the St. Louis Cardinals.
Gwynn, whose two-run homer
in the eighth accounted for the
final runs as the Padres beat the
Cardinals for the rhird straight
time.
San Diego hit five homers
against Cincinnati on Aug. 11,
1991.
Craig Shipley hit his first home
run in more than a year to tie the
score 6-6 in the seventh. Then
Gwynn hit his fourth single of the
game before Sheffield reached
Mike Perez (1-1) for his fourth
homer of the season.

EIU STUDENTS

Softball drops
three in DeKal
By JEFF GLADE
Associate sports editor

KEVIN KILH OFFER/Associate photo editor

Eastern shortstop Melesio Salazar is about to connect during the Panthers 6-0 win over Western Illinois
during game one of Sunday's doubleheader at Monier Field. The two teams then played to a 14-inning draw
in game two, which was called on account of darkness.

Baseball Ranthers take
one, tie one with Western
By DON O'BRIEN
Staff writer

Eastern pitcher Basil C lausen was in control
Sunday.
Clausen, a junior transfer from T inley Park,
gave up one hit - a first inning single - to Western
Illinois in the first game of a doubleheader at
Monier Field. Lance Aten 's two-run home run
gave Clausen all the offensive support he needed
as the Panthers won the opener 6-0.
"My curve ball and my change up were working a lot better than they have been this year,"
said Clausen, who improved to 3-3 on the season.
"There was something that I wasn 't doing right
mechanically and I made that adjustment in the
pen the other day."
Clausen, who played his first two years at
Triton Junior College, struck out seven and

walked two and threw his second shutout of the
season.
Western's Chuck Miller hit a dribbler in the
hole between first and second base. Eastern second baseman Jeff Guest was able to get to the
ball. but wasn't able to throw Miller out.
In the nightcap, the Panthers jumped out to a 51 lead, but the Leathernecks were able to come
back and tie the game at seven in the bottom half
of the seventh inning. The game was tied until the
13th inning when darkness set in and the game
was called.
Eastern improved to 12-15 and to 2-2 in the
Mid-Continent Conference. Western fell to 6- I 6
and to 3-4 in conference play.
A fluke p lay in the bottom of the seventh
helped the Leathernecks with their comeback.
With two outs and runners on first and second,
•Continued on Page JO

The weather finally turned
around this weekend for the
Eastern softball team. Unfortunately, the Panthers couldn't
capitalize, dropping all three
Mid-Continent Conference
games on the road.
The Panthers Jost 1-0 to
Wisconsin-Green Bay on SaturBday before being swept by
Northern Illinois on Sunday 4-3
and 10-2. The losses dropped
Eastern to 2-3 in the Mid-Con
and 11-13 overall.
Against Green Bay, the
Panthers continued to struggle
with clutch hitting, advancing
runners into scoring position in
six of seven innings but farnng
to score. Finally, the Phoenix
tallied the games lone run in the
bottom of the sixth, despite only
getting four hits off of Panther
pitcher Coli Turley.
"Coli threw a great game and
we played excellent defense,
giving up no errors," said
Eastern coach Beth Perine. "But
still it was a very frustrating
game. Coli and Dede Odle both
doubled and just about everybody else got a hit, but we just
couldn't get the clutch hit when
we needed it. We just didn't do
it."
The Panthers looked revitalized in the first game against the
Huskies, which are currently
ranked No. 12 in the nation, ral1y ing from a 3-1 first inning
deficit to tie the game at three in
the fourth.
"I was very proud of the team
in this game," said Pedne.
"They got down early, but they
stayed with it, kept coming at
them and began to get the clutch
hitting that we've been mlssing."
Perhaps more i mportant,
freshman pitcher Amy Bradle
returned to the mound for the
first time since March 20, when
she suffered an arm injury during Eastern 's spring series in
Florida. Bradle came into the

AmyBradle

game in the second inning
shut the Huskies down.
In the bottom of the sev
the Huskies pulled out the
though, capitalizing on a
out mental error by the Pan
that allowed NTU's Ma
Clothier to escape a rundo
after a wide-turn trapped
between first and second.
next hitter, Ree Zenner,
trip led to end the game
Eastern 's hopes of an upset
"Amy just went out and
an outstanding job for us,"
Peri ne. "She shut them d
and Jet us get back in this
game. We j ust didn't m
play when we had the c
and they took advantage.
to see this one get away."
In the nightcap, Eastern
ball turned into Murphy's
ball - anything that coul
wrong, did go wrong. N
scored seven runs on just
hits in the third inning, ca
ing on five Panther erron ·
frame to put the game away.
"The intensity level just
down and we couldn't
said Perine. "We didn ' t
good defense, we didn't
on offense. We just looked
ble."
Eastern hopes to ret
win column on Tuesday,
host to Mid-Con foe DeP
2 p.m. doubleheader.

Men's track team vaults to second place finis
By BRIAN HARRIS
Staff writer

The men's track team placed
second out of eight teams in its
first scored meet of the season at
Indiana State.
Eastern didn't score points in
alJ of the I 6 events contested,
and being shut out in five of
them is what gave Indiana State
the win. But where the Panthers

3.1-mile race. But with a half
mile to go Cunningham threw in
a strong surge, which broke
Orvis and the rest of the field.
He went on to win by 90 meters

in a personal best time of

15:09.5. Orvis also registered his
career best at 15:22.2
Soon after the 5,000, the same
dominating energy arose on the
pole vault runway. Eastern's
vaulters, known primarily for
did score. they scored big.
their inconsistency, established
The 5,000-meter run showed what head coach Nei l Moore
the greatest prowess for Eastern called "the best collective peras Steve Cunningham, Todd formance by a group of Eastern
Orvis and Roger Ebert placed vaulters" that he has seen in his
first, second and sixth r espec- 18 years at the helm of Eastern
tively. This gave Eastern 19 of track.
its 139 points.
Leading the group was senior
Cunningham, a freshman, and Tom McDonald, who added
Orvis, a senior controlled the nearly 10 inches to his careerrace from the beginning and best jump, in winning the event
stayed together for most of the with a jump of 16-feet 11 1/4-

Steve Cunningham
inches, the second highest vault
in Eastern history. The mark set
a new ISU track record and was

only one inch off Eastern's varsity record.
Behind McDonald were Todd
Benton in fourth, and Eric
Postma in sixth. Both achieved
career-bests witb vaults of 15-7
and 15-3 1/4. Benton's height
ties him for seventh on Eastern 's
all-time list.
The Panthers were hot in the
sprints as well.
Obadiah Cooper took firsts in
both the 100 and 200 and anchored Eastern's 4xl00 relay
which took second. All times
were recorded by band as Cooper took the 100 in 10.3 seconds
and the 200 in 2 l.O. His 100
time was a new Indiana State
track record.
Behind Cooper in both dashes
was Don Rice, who placed third
and fifth respectively at 10.6 and
21.8. Rice was also the leadoff

leg on the 100 relay, whi
included Jim Sledge ancl
McElroy. That relay rec
time of 41. l.
Indiana State beat
18 points, but the Panthen
without two of their top
ers in thrower Brent Mill
400 runner Chris Fowler.
"Where we were goo
were outstanding," Moore
"But in some events, such
throws. we didn't score
thing. I really think had
and Fowler been there, we
have won the meet."
Other standout perfo
came form Scott Touch
Nate Shaffer, who went
three in the 1500, Jim SI
second place in the 110
and Vmram Wade Bey's
in the 400. Joe Doughe
took second in the 800.

